Network embedding aims to learn a latent, low-dimensional vector representations of network nodes, effective in supporting various network analytic tasks. While prior arts on network embedding focus primarily on preserving network topology structure to learn node representations, recently proposed attributed network embedding algorithms attempt to integrate rich node content information with network topological structure for enhancing the quality of network embedding. In reality, networks often have sparse content, incomplete node attributes, as well as the discrepancy between node attribute feature space and network structure space, which severely deteriorates the performance of existing methods. In this paper, we propose a unified framework for attributed network embedding-attri2vec-that learns node embeddings by discovering a latent node attribute subspace via a network structure guided transformation performed on the original attribute space. The resultant latent subspace can respect network structure in a more consistent way towards learning high-quality node representations. We formulate an optimization problem which is solved by an efficient stochastic gradient descent algorithm, with linear time complexity to the number of nodes. We investigate a series of linear and non-linear transformations performed on node attributes and empirically validate their effectiveness on various types of networks. Another advantage of attri2vec is its ability to solve out-of-sample problems, where embeddings of new coming nodes can be inferred from their node attributes through the learned mapping function. Experiments on various types of networks confirm that attri2vec is superior to state-of-the-art baselines for node classification, node clustering, as well as out-of-sample link prediction tasks. The source code of this paper is available at https://github.com/daokunzhang/attri2vec.
Introduction
With the ubiquity of network data across a diverse set of fields, network embedding has aroused a surge of research interests because it provides a revolutionized solution to network data analysis. Network embedding aims at learning lower-dimensional vector representations of network nodes, which allows downstream tasks, such as node classification, link prediction, or community detection, to be efficiently solved in the new vector space by simply applying traditional vector-based machine learning algorithms. The essential principle is to learn low-dimensional node representations that are able to preserve the proximity in the original network space, such that nodes with larger proximity would have similar vector representations.
Traditionally, network embedding techniques, such as DeepWalk (Perozzi et al. 2014) , LINE (Tang et al. 2015) , node2vec (Grover and Leskovec 2016) , or GraRep (Cao et al. 2015) , mainly focus on preserving local or global network structure, making structurally similar nodes to be represented close to each other in the new vector space. In real-world scenarios, however, apart from structural information, network nodes are often associated with content, such as text features in citation networks, and user profiles in social networks. Node attributes not only provide direct evidence about content-level proximity but also influence the forming of interactions between nodes. It has been shown that, by jointly learning node embeddings with network structure and node attributes, attributed network embedding can achieve better performance. For example, TADW (Yang et al. 2015) exploits inductive matrix factorization (Natarajan and Dhillon 2014) to incorporate textual features of nodes into the learning of node representations, showing better performance than DeepWalk. HSCA (Zhang et al. 2016b ) learns informative node representations through simultaneously integrating structural context with node content while enforcing the homophily property in the representation space.
Despite existing methods' demonstrated effectiveness in improving embedding performance, attributed network embedding is confronted with two major challenges. The first challenge lies in the fact that real-world networks are often very sparse; observable links connecting network nodes are rather limited, and node content information is sparse or incomplete. For example, in Fig. 1a , b, we plot the node distributions with respect to node degree and attribute number of a Flickr network, which contains 7575 users and 12,047 user tag attributes. The vertical axis of Fig. 1a, b indicates the number of nodes, and the horizontal axis indicates node degree, and the number of node attributes, respectively. Figure 1a , b show that the two plots both follow power-law distributions (Guo et al. 2018) , where only a small number of nodes have a high degree or a large number of node attributes. In other words, a significant number of nodes tend to have very few or missing links as well as incomplete attribute information. The sparsity in network structure and node attributes can negatively impact the estimation of structural-level and content-level proximity, thus further deteriorating the performance of network embedding.
The second challenge stems from the heterogeneity between network structure and node attributes. According to the social influence principle, network structure often exhibits certain correlations with node attributes (Reagans and McEvily 2003) . For example, in social networks, users who are connected are more likely to have similar attributes. However, because network structure and node attributes are two heterogeneous information sources, inevitably, there is a discrepancy between the two different feature spaces. As has been revealed in previous studies (Bianconi et al. 2009; Subbaraj and Sundan 2015) , social network users with similar attributes, or antithetical attributes are both likely to connect to one another. To illustrate this point, let us consider a case study on the Flickr network, where we conduct correlation analysis between node representations learned from network structure and those from node attributes. Specifically, we obtain two sets of 128-dimensional node representations by applying DeepWalk (Perozzi et al. 2014 ) on network structure, and by performing Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on node content features, and then conduct Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Hotelling 1936 ) on the two sets of generated representations. Figure 2 shows the scatter plot about node content canonical variable and network structure canonical variable, which are the linear combination of 128dimensional structure representation and attribute representation, respectively, with maximum correlation. The correlation between the two canonical variables is 0.525. As is shown in the figure, most content canonical variables concentrate around 0, while most network structure canonical variables span from − 2 to 2, which proves that the two canonical variables are not well correlated. The CCA results show that network structure and node content features do not always exhibit strong linear correlations. Such a discrepancy adds extra difficulties in fusing node attributes with network structure in a proper way that they complement rather than deteriorate each other towards learning high-quality node representations. Motivated by aforementioned observations, we propose a unified attributed network embedding framework, called attri2vec, which learns node representations by discovering the latent subspace of node attributes that well respects network structure. The working mechanism of attri2vec is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The core idea is to perform a transformation f (·) guided by network structure from the original node attribute space, where node attribute distributions are not well aligned with network structure, to a structure-aware attribute subspace, where structurally similar nodes are located close to each other. The latent attribute subspace can better respect network The scatter plot of node content canonical variable and network structure canonical variable structure in a consistent way towards learning high-quality node representations. Following Perozzi et al. (2014) , attri2vec generates random walks to capture structural context. After random walks are generated, attri2vec uses the image f (x i ) of node v i with attribute x i in the new attribute subspace to predict its context nodes collected from random walk sequences. In this way, network structure is seamlessly encoded into the new attribute subspace by allowing nodes sharing similar neighbors to be located closely to each other. As the attribute subspace also preserves node attribute proximity, the learned node representations are informative enough to capture both the structure-level and node content-level proximity. As attri2vec infers attribute subspace that well respects network structure through directly learning the transformation f (·) from data, the weights for the respective contributions made by attributes and network structure for embedding learning is automatically learned from the data itself, which avoids the laborious weight parameter turning. In prior work , we have proposed the UPP-SNE algorithm that learns user embeddings in social networks by leveraging both the network structure and user profile features. It constructs user embeddings by performing a non-linear kernel mapping (Rahimi and Recht 2008) on user profile features, in which noisy information in user profiles is filtered out. Initial experimental results on social networks have shown that user embeddings learned by UPP-SNE can achieve substantial performance gains in node classification and clustering tasks.
In this work, we generalize the idea of UPP-SNE to tackle generic network embedding problems and also to cope with large-scale networks. First, we investigate four different types of linear or non-linear transformation functions for discovering the latent, structure-aware attribute subspace, and empirically validate their effectiveness on various types of networks. Second, we develop an efficient stochastic gradient descent algorithm to solve the optimization problem, which makes attri2vec able to be Fig. 3 The working mechanism of the proposed attri2vec algorithm. A transformation f (·) guided by network structure is performed from the original node attribute space to seek a structure-aware attribute subspace, where node attributes and network structure can better compliment each other in a more consistent way towards learning high-quality node representations efficiently trained in an online mode. At each iteration, after sampling a node context pair, we only update the parameters related to the corresponding partial objective with gradient descent. Compared with the gradient descent strategy used by UPP-SNE, the stochastic gradient descent is not only more efficient, but also able to effectively mitigate the local minima problem, thus discovering more accurate solutions for attri2vec. Third, we further validate the ability of attri2vec in handling both binary and continuous attribute inputs for embedding learning. Fourth, given that attri2vec learns a network structure aware mapping on node attributes, it provides an alternative way to solve the out-of-sample problem. In other words, on the dynamically evolving networks, when new nodes join in, rather than learning representations for all nodes from the scratch, attri2vec can construct representations for new coming nodes from their available node attributes via the mapping function learned from previous network snapshots. We also conduct node classification and link prediction experiments to study the effectiveness of attri2vec in solving the out-of-sample problem.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a unified framework for attributed network embedding, attri2vec, that learns node embeddings by discovering a latent, structure aware attribute subspace and formulate an optimization problem. (2) We develop an efficient stochastic gradient descent algorithm to solve the optimization problem, which not only remedies the local minima problem, but also improves the effectiveness and efficiency, thus making attri2vec able to scale to large-scale networks. (3) We validate the effectiveness and efficiency of attri2vec on five real-world networks of various types. Extensive experiments on multi-class node classification, node clustering and link prediction tasks demonstrate that attri2vec learns node embeddings of better quality than state-of-the-art baselines, with an additional advantage to solve the out-of-sample problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review related works on network embedding. In Sect. 3, we give a formal definition of the attributed network embedding problem and review the preliminaries of DeepWalk. The proposed attri2vec framework is then detailed in Sect. 4, followed by the experiments presented in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 6.
Related work
Existing research work on network embedding can be roughly divided into two categories : structure preserving network embedding that leverages only network structure, and attributed network embedding that couples network structure with node attributes to improve network embedding.
Structure preserving network embedding
DeepWalk (Perozzi et al. 2014 ) is the pioneer work on network embedding, which generalizes the idea of word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) that learns word embeddings with the assumption that two words sharing similar context tend to have similar meaning. DeepWalk exploits Skip-Gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013) to characterize the node-context relations captured by random walks. To better balance local and global structure preserving, node2vec (a variant of DeepWalk; Grover and Leskovec 2016) exploits biased random walk to generate node context. Different from random walk based methods, LINE (Tang et al. 2015) learns node embeddings by directly modeling the first-order proximity (the proximity between connect nodes) and the second-order proximity (the proximity between nodes sharing common neighbors). GraRep (Cao et al. 2015 ) steps further to consider the high-order proximities by modeling the relations between nodes and their k-step neighbors with the matrix factorization version of Skip-Gram (Levy and Goldberg 2014) . To learn deep, highly non-linear node representations, deep learning techniques are adopted by DNGR (Cao et al. 2016 ) and SDNE . DNGR (Cao et al. 2016) firstly calculates the positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI) matrix representation that well preserves the network structure, then feeds each row of the PPMI matrix (Levy and Goldberg 2014) as input into the SDAE (Stacked Denoising Autoencoder; Vincent et al. 2010 ) to learn deep lowdimensional node embeddings. SDNE ) learns node embeddings via a semi-supervised autoencoder, which simultaneously preserves the first-order and the second-order proximity. M-NMF ) complements the local structural proximity with community structure via modularity maximization (Newman 2006) . The structure preserving network embedding algorithms leverage only network structure to learn node embeddings and do not exert the power of widely available node content information.
Attributed network embedding
TADW (Yang et al. 2015) is the first attempt to incorporate rich node textual features into network embedding. TADW proves the equivalence between DeepWalk and a matrix factorization formulation, and then encodes node text features into the matrix factorization process for learning more informative node representations. To enforce TADW with the first-order proximity, HSCA (Zhang et al. 2016b ) adds a graph regularization term on the objective of TADW to penalize the distance of connected nodes in the embedding space. Though TADW and HSCA are effective in leveraging rich node text features for learning informative node embeddings, their working mechanism is not so straightforward, i.e., they do not provide a clear objective to interpret how network structure and node attributes interplay with each other. Recently, some interpretable attributed network embedding algorithms have been proposed. To effectively leverage useful information in noisy, sparse and incomplete user profile features, UPP-SNE ) learns node embeddings by performing a network structure aware non-linear mapping on user profile features. The SNE algorithm (Liao et al. 2018 ) learns node embeddings for attributed networks through a neural network, in which, for each node, its embedding is aggregated from its ID embedding that captures the structural proximity and attribute embedding that captures the attribute proximity. MVC-DNE ) applies deep autoencoder to node adjacent matrix representations and node content attributes respectively, and adopts cross-view learning to capture the interplay between network structure and node content. GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al. 2017 ) infers node representations through node content features by iteratively aggregating representations of neighboring nodes. AANE (Huang et al. 2017a ) learns node representations by performing symetric matrix factorization (Kuang et al. 2012 ) on attribute affinity matrix, and simultaneously minimizing the representation difference between connected nodes. However, the performance of existing attributed network embedding would be largely degraded in real-world scenarios where node attributes are sparse and incomplete, and in particular, when there exists a discrepancy between network structure and node attributes.
In addition to the above unsupervised network embedding algorithms, there are also some research works on supervised network embedding, like DDRW (Li et al. 2016) , DMF (Zhang et al. 2016a ), TriDNR (Pan et al. 2016) , LANE (Huang et al. 2017b ). The supervised network embedding algorithms encode label information into the network embedding process. The learned embeddings not only well respect the network structure and node content attributes, but also possess the discriminative power for more accurate node classification. Depending on the existence of node labels, the supervised network embedding is only tailored for node classification task and cannot be generalized to other tasks. In this work, we focus on the unsupervised attributed network embedding, which leverages network structure and node attributes to learn task-general node embeddings.
Problem definition and preliminaries
In this section, we give a formal problem definition of attributed network embedding and the preliminary background about DeepWalk.
Problem definition
We assume that an attributed information network is given as G = (V , E, X ), with V denoting the set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V denoting the set of edges. In G, X ∈ R m×|V | is the node attribute matrix, with the i-th column of X , x i ∈ R m , denoting the mdimensional content feature vector for node v i ∈ V . By taking advantage of network structure and node attributes, the task of attributed network embedding is to effectively embed nodes into a low-dimensional vector space so as to obtain the node images (v i ) ∈ R d in the latent space as node vector-format representations. The learned vector-format node representations (v i ) are expected to embody the following properties: (1) low-dimensional, for the efficiency of the subsequent analytic tasks, the dimension of (v i ), d, should be much smaller than the dimension of the original adjacency matrix representation, |V |; (2) structure preserving, network structure is well encoded into node representations, i.e., two nodes with structural proximity should be embedded closely in the embedding space, (3) attribute preserving, node attribute proximity should be well captured so that it complements rather than deteriorates network structure.
DeepWalk
For learning node embeddings, DeepWalk (Perozzi et al. 2014 ) exploits random walk to explore node neighborhood structure. By taking an analogy between truncated random walk sequences and sentences in natural language, DeepWalk extends the Skip-Gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) from word representation learning to network embedding, with the expectation that two nodes sharing similar neighborhood structure have similar low-dimensional representations. Given a random walk node sequence
(1)
By exploiting the conditional independence assumption, the probability
To model the probability Pr(v r j | (v r i )), an one-hidden-layer neural network is utilized with the outputted probability:
where node embedding (v r i ) is the representation in the hidden layer, and w out r j is the r j -th column of W out ∈ R d×|V | (the weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer). The node embedding (v i ) is constructed as
where p r i ∈ R |V | is the one-hot representation of v r i in the input layer, with the value of r i -th dimension being 1 and the values of other dimensions being 0, and w in r i is the transpose of the r i -th row of W in ∈ R |V |×d (the weight matrix from the input layer to hidden layer).
The attri2vec framework
In DeepWalk, the node embeddings (v i ) are learned from scratch, which is independent of node attributes. However, as proved in previous work (Yang et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016b) , node content features are crucially useful for enhancing the only structure preserving network embedding. To obtain more informative node embeddings, here, we adapt the DeepWalk's architecture to capture both network structure and node content features.
To learn node embeddings (·), DeepWalk solves the following joint optimization problem:
where
For convenience, we rewrite the objective function O(W in , W out ) as
where n(v i , v j ) is the number of times that v j occurs in v i context within t-window size in the generated set of random walks. Using Eq.
(3), we model the probability
Here, different from DeepWalk that constructs (v i ) with a linear transformation from node v i 's one-hot representation p i , to incorporate node content features, we construct (v i ) from node v i 's content features x i ∈ R m with a linear or non-linear transformation:
To obtain the embedding
(2) rectified linear unit (ReLU) mapping
(3) approximated kernel mapping used in UPP-SNE :
Output Layer softmax classifiers
Hidden Layer
The architecture of attri2vec. For each node context pair (v i , v j ), attri2vec learns node representations by modeling Pr(v j | (v i )). attri2vec firstly constructs node representations in the hidden layer by performing a linear or non-linear transformation on v i 's content attributes, then uses the hidden layer representation to predict the probability Pr
We adopt the stochastic gradient descent to solve the optimization problem in Eq. (7). After randomly sampling a node context pair (v i , v j ) according to the frequency distribution in n(v i , v j ), we try to update parameters for reducing the value the following partial objective:
In Eq. (14), the calculation for the partial objective O i j involves the summation over all nodes in the given network, which is prohibitively time-consuming. To make a speedup, we adopt negative sampling (Gutmann and Hyvärinen 2012) to approximate the partial objective:
where σ (·) is the sigmoid function with σ (x) = 1/(1+exp(−x)), N i,k is the index for the k-th negative node sampled for node v i and K is the number of sampled negative nodes. Exploiting the approximated partial objective O i j (W in , W out ) in Eq. (15), the parameters are updated by:
Algorithm 1 attri2vec: a Unified Framework for Attributed Network Embedding
Input:
An attributed network G = (V , E, X ); Output:
Node embedding (·) for each v i ∈ V ; 1: S ← generate a set of random walks on G;
(v i , v j ) ← sample a node context pair according to the distribution of n(v i , v j ); 6:
{v N i,1 , · · · , v N i,K } ← draw K negative nodes;
7:
{W in , W out } ← update parameters with Eq. (16); 8: until maximum number of iterations expire; 9: construct node embedding (·) with W in and the selected mapping function; 10: return (·);
The gradients are calculated as
where ∂ (v i ) ∂w in p is the m × d Jacobian matrix under different mappings for constructing (v i ). 1 q (·) is an indicator function, which is defined as
The workflow of the attri2vec algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Firstly, in line 1, a set of random walk sequences are generated on the given attributed network G, by starting random walk with length l from each node for γ times. Then, in line 2, the statistics n(v i , v j ) is calculated from the generated random walks with a fixed window size t. In line 3, we initialize W in with random numbers, and initialize W out with 0. After that, in line 4-8, the parameters are updated iteratively with stochastic gradient descent. At each iteration, a node context pair (v i , v j ) is sampled from the distribution of n(v i , v j ) with the alias table method (Li et al. 2014) , which takes only O(1) time; parameters are then updated for reducing the value of the partial objective O i j in Eq. (15).
By leveraging the sparsity of node attributes, the time complexity of line 7 is only O(md) withm being the averaged number of non-zero elements of x i . The number of iterations is at the scale of the number of non-zero n(v i , v j ), which is up bounded by 2γ lt|V |. Taking γ , l and t as constants, attri2vec has an overall time complexity of O(md|V |), which is linear to the number of nodes. This guarantees its efficiency and scalability over large-scale networks.
Experiments
In this section, we report experimental results on various types of real-world networks to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed attri2vec algorithm.
Benchmark networks
In our experiments, five real-world attributed networks are used. Their details are as following:
- -Flickr The Flickr network 4 is extracted from the Flick online photo sharing platform, which includes 7575 users and 239,738 follower-followee relations. These users join in nine predefined interest groups. Users' features are described by the tags of their images. Each user is represented by a 12,047-dimensional binary vector, according to the occurrence/absence of the corresponding tag.
For the above networks, the direction of links is ignored. Their statistics are summarized in Table 1 .
Baseline methods
We compare the attri2vec algorithm (attri2vec-linear, attri2vec-ReLU, attri2vec-kernel and attri2vec-sigmoid) with the following baseline methods:
-DeepWalk (Perozzi et al. 2014)/node2vec (Grover and Leskovec 2016) . They both learn node representations by preserving the similarity between nodes sharing similar contexts in random walks. node2vec is equivalent to DeepWalk with the default parameter setting p = q = 1. -LINE-1 (Tang et al. 2015) . LINE-1 denotes the version of LINE that learns node representations by modeling the first-order proximity. -LINE-2 (Tang et al. 2015) . LINE-2 denotes the version of LINE that learns node representations by preserving the second-order proximity. -SDNE . SDNE learns deep node representations with a semisupervised autoencoder, which captures both the first-order and the second-order proximity. -TADW (Yang et al. 2015) . TADW imports node text features into network embedding though inductive matrix factorization (Natarajan and Dhillon 2014). -SNE (Liao et al. 2018) . SNE constructs node representations by aggregating structure preserving ID embedding and attribute embedding. -MVC-DNE ). MVC-DNE fuses network structure and node content into node embeddings through deep autoencoder cross-view learning.
Among the above baseline methods, DeepWalk, LINE-1, LINE-2 and SDNE leverage only network structure to learn node representations, while TADW, SNE and MVC-DNE integrate network structure with node content features.
Experimental settings
For DeepWalk and the proposed attri2vec algorithm, we set the length of random walks l as 100, the number of walks starting at per node γ as 40, and the window size t as 10. For fair comparisons, DeepWalk is trained in a same way as attri2vec, where a set of node context pairs are first collected from random walks, and parameters are then updated with stochastic gradient descent, by sampling a node context pair at each iteration. Negative sampling is adopted by DeepWalk, LINE-1, LINE-2, and attri2vec, where the number of negative samples K is set to 5 uniformly. For the four stochastic gradient descent based algorithms, we set the maximum number of iterations as 100 million, and gradually decrease the learning rate η from 0.025 to 2.5 × 10 −6 . When we run attri2vec-linear and attri2vec-ReLU on Flickr, to avoid gradient explosion, we set the initial learning rate to 0.005, and gradually decrease the learning rate to 5 × 10 −7 . Parameters of TADW are set to their default values. For SDNE, its hyper parameter α and ν are both set to 0.01, and β is set to 10. For SDNE, we set the number of neurons at each layer as 3312-128, and 18,448-512-128, 4039-128, 7575-128 for Citeseer, DBLP, Facebook and Flickr respectively. For MVC-DNE, on Citeseer, DBLP, Facebook and Flickr, in structure view, we respectively set the number of neurons at each layer as 3312-64, 18,448-256-64, 4039-64, and 7575-64; in the node attribute view, the number of neurons at each layer is respectively set to 3703-64, 2476-64, 1403-64, and 12,047-256-64. For SDNE and MVC-DNE, 500 epochs are respectively run for pre-training and parameter fine-tuning. Other parameters of SDNE and MVC-DNE are set according to Yang et al. (2017) . For SNE, default parameters are used. For attri2vec and all baseline methods, the dimension of learned node representations is set to 128.
Node classification experiments
To evaluate the quality of node representations learned by different network embedding algorithms, we carry out node classification experiments by taking node representations as features. We randomly select a ratio of training samples and use them to train an SVM classifier (implemented by LIBLINEAR Fan et al. 2008) , and then test its performance on the held-out samples. We vary the training ratio from 10% to 90% with a step of 10%. For each training ratio, we repeat the random training and test set split for 10 times and report the averaged Micro-F 1 and Macro-F 1 values as final results. Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 report the node classification results on Citeseer, DBLP, PubMed, Facebook and Flickr. For Micro-F 1 and Macro-F 1 , the best and second performer is highlighted by bold and underline, respectively.
From Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6, we can see that attri2vec achieves the best classification performance on all networks with all training ratios, with attri2vec-sigmoid performing best on Citeseer, Facebook and Flick and attri2vec-ReLU performing best on DBLP and PubMed. This suggests that, by discovering a latent node attribute subspace, attri2vec provides the best way to complement network structure with node attributes towards learning node representations. Though attri2vec-ReLU performs best on DBLP and PubMed, the attri2vec-sigmoid achieves the comparable classification performance. Overall, under the attri2vec framework, the non-linear mappings (approximated kernel and sigmoid mapping) outperform the linear mappings (linear and ReLU mapping). Network structure and node content usually exhibit non-linear correlations, especially for social networks. As a result, node attribute transformation with a non-linear mapping provides a better way to fuse network structure into a node attribute subspace. We can also observe that, in most cases, attributed network embedding algorithms (TADW, SNE, MVC-DNE and attri2vec) significantly outperform the only structure preserving network embedding algorithms (DeepWalk, LINE-1, LINE-2 and SDNE). This proves that node content features are able to provide an essential complement to network structure to learn better node representations. Among the structure preserving network embedding algorithms, DeepWalk achieves the best classification performance. Compared with LINE-1, LINE-2 and SDNE that only capture the local first-order and second-order proximity, DeepWalk takes advantage of random walks to preserve the higher-order proximity, which contributes to DeepWalk's superior performance over LINE-1, LINE-2 and SDNE.
Node clustering experiments
To make further comparisons between the proposed attri2vec algorithm and baseline methods, on DBLP and Facebook, we also conduct node clustering experiments. We apply K -means algorithm to the learned node representations, and partition network nodes into 4 groups for DBLP and Facebook and use node labels as clustering ground truth. To reduce the variance caused by random initialization, we repeat K -means clustering for 20 times and report the averaged Accuracy, Fvalue and NMI (normalized mutual information Strehl and Ghosh 2002) . Tables 7, 8 give the clustering results on DBLP and Facebook. As is shown in Tables 7, 8, the proposed attri2vec algorithm achieves the best clustering performance, which further proves its advantage in learning informative node representations for attributed networks over the state-of-the-art baselines. 
Comparison of gradient descent versus stochastic gradient descent
In this section, we choose the Facebook network as a case study to compare the efficacy and efficiency of two difference optimization strategies: stochastic gradient descent (SGD) used by attri2vec and Gradient Descent (GD) used by UPP-SNE , for solving the optimization problem Eq. (5). We compare UPP-SNE with attri2vec-kernel, as they both use the approximated kernel mapping to construct node representations. To make a fair comparison, for UPP-SNE, we set the number of iterations for gradient descent to 40, and for attri2vec, we set the number of iteration as nnz(n(v i , v j )) × 40, where nnz(n(v i , v j )) denotes the number of non-zero values of n(v i , v j ). Table 9 compares both node classification performance and training time of UPP-SNE and attri2vec-kernel. Here, we report the classification results with a training ratio of 50%. As can be seen, attri2vec-kernel with SGD offers performance gains with an increase of 11.60% in Micro-F1, and 30.33% in Macro-F1, respectively, as SGD alleviates the local minima problem. On the other hand, SGD significantly reduces the training time of GD, with a decrease of 55.36%. This demonstrates the advantage of attri2vec over UPP-SNE in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
Comparison of shallow versus deep mapping
In this section, we select Citeseer and DBLP to study the performance change of attri2vec when using a deep neural network rather than a shallow one-layer non-linear mapping to construct node representations from node features. Here, we construct node representations through a neural network with 2 hidden layers, with the number of neurons at each layer set to 3703-256-128 and 2476-256-128 on Citeseer and DBLP respectively, and denote this method as attri2vec-deep. We compare attri2vec-deep with attri2vec-sigmoid. For both methods, we set the number of iterations as 100 million.
Tables 10, 11 compare the classification performance and the training time of attri2vec-linear and attri2vec-deep on Citeseer and DBLP. Again, results with a train- ing ratio of 50% are reported. As can be seen, attri2vec-sigmoid is significantly more efficient than attri2vec-deep for training. From Table 11 , attri2vec-deep can be seen to perform slightly better than attri2vec-sigmoid on DBLP, which demonstrates the advantage of deep neural network in characterizing the complex relations between network structure and node content. However, on Citeseer, attri2vec-deep achieves even worse classification performance than attri2vec-sigmoid. This might be attributed to two reasons: (1) attri2vec-deep has a lot more parameters, which requires more iterations to properly fitting the parameters to obtain the best models;
(2) compared with attri2vec-sigmoid, attri2vec-deep is prone to the local minima, which requires more advanced SGD techniques to obtain better solutions. In summary, compared with the deep-neural network, the one-layer non-linear mapping is good enough to learn reasonably high-quality node representations with much less computational cost. 
Experiments on out-of-sample extension
In this section, we study the performance of attri2vec in solving the out-of-sample problem, which is achieved by constructing representations for new coming nodes from their content attributes through the learned mapping function. We compare attri2vec with two baselines (1) MVC-DNE , which is also able to infer representations for new coming nodes using node attributes, and (2) node content features that construct node representations without mapping functions. For the three methods, we consistently set the dimension of out-of-sample node representations to 128. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to do dimension reduction on node content features. We select the DBLP network to conduct the experiments, where each node has a time stamp. From the DBLP network, we construct four subgraphs using papers published before 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 , and denote the four subgraphs as DBLP2006, DBLP2007, DBLP2008, and DBLP2009. For each subgraph, the remaining papers are taken as out-of-sample nodes. The statistics of the four DBLP subgraphs and their corresponding out-of-sample nodes are given in Table 12 . To evaluate the quality of the learned out-of-sample node representations, we conduct node classification and link prediction experiments.
For node classification, we first train an SVM classifier (with the LIBLINEAR implementation; Fan et al. 2008 ) on the randomly selected 50% learned in-sample node representations, and then apply the learned SVM classifier to the out-of-sample node representations. To reduce the variance caused by random training sample selection, we repeat the training and test process for 10 times and report the averaged Micro-F 1 and Macro-F 1 . Table 13 gives the node classification results for out-of-sample nodes. We can see that attri2vec yields the best classification performance. This demonstrates the effectiveness of attri2vec in solving the out-of-sample problem.
To carry out link prediction experiments, following Grover and Leskovec (2016) , we construct edge features from node representations with the operators given in Average Fig. 5 The performance of attri2vec with varying attribute dimensions different methods for predicting the links of out-sample-nodes. As shown in the table, attri2vec-sigmoid with the Weighted-L2 operator performs best in predicting links for new coming out-of-sample nodes. This proves the potential of attri2vec in accurately recommending links for new coming out-of-sample nodes through the inferred node representations.
Experiments on attribute sparsity
To alleviate the data sparsity in node attributes, the proposed attri2vec algorithm tries to discover a structure preserving attribute subspace by performing a series of linear or nonlinear mappings on node attributes. In this section, we conduct experiments to study the ability of attri2vec in handling varying extent of attribute sparsity. We choose the Citeseer network as a case study and randomly select 10% to 100% attribute dimensions to learn node representations. Figure 5 plots the performance of attri2vec together with DeepWalk as a baseline with varying attribute dimensions. The performance is measured by the node classification Micro-F 1 value with 50% training ratio. As shown in Fig. 5 , the attri2vec algorithm is relatively robust to attribute sparsity: attri2vec-ReLU, attri2vec-kernel and attri2vec-sigmoid start to outperform DeepWalk with 30% attribute dimension, and the performance of attri2vec variants is relatively stable when attribute dimensions are in the range of 50% to 100%.
Parameter sensitivity study
In this section, we report the sensitivity study of the proposed attri2vec algorithm by analyzing its detailed performance on the DBLP network. In the experiments, we consider three important parameters: the maximum number of iterations, random walk window size t, and embedding dimension d. In order to draw conclusive observations, we in turn fix any two of the three parameters and investigate the performance change of attri2vec when the remaining one varies. Micro-F 1 of node classification with 50% training ratio is used to evaluate the performance. Figure 6 shows the parameter sensitivity experimental results. We can find that as the parameters increase, classification accuracy of attri2vec gradually increases and stabilizes after reaching a threshold.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a unified framework for attributed network embedding, attri2vec, that learns network node representations by discovering a latent node attribute subspace via a network structure guided transformation on the original attribute space. We argued that, because network structure and node attributes have different feature spaces, the data distributions of two distinct features spaces might be inconsistent, making the existing attributed network embedding algorithms fail to achieve satisfactory performance. This motivated us to find a latent attribute subspace, which can respect network structure in a more consistent manner to obtain high-quality node representations. By performing a series of linear and non-linear mappings on node attributes, attri2vec embeds network nodes into a structure preserving attribute subspace. To preserve the network structure, DeepWalk (Perozzi et al. 2014 ) mechanism is employed, which makes nodes sharing similar neighbors embedded closely in the attribute subspace. In this way, network structure and node content features are integrated together seamlessly to obtain informative node representations. To learn node embeddings efficiently, we developed an online stochastic gradient descent algorithm to solve the formulated optimization problem, which improves both learning effectiveness and efficiency. As an additional advantage, attri2vec also provides a potential solution to solve the out-of-sample problem, where representations of new coming nodes can be learned using their available node attributes via the learned mapping function. Experiments of node classification and node clustering on five real-world networks verify the effectiveness and efficiency of attri2vec. We also study the ability of attri2vec to solve the out-of-sample problem, which yields promising results.
